We’ve got a bunch of new pinups (including commissioned pinups), an update to the Jewel Gangbang CG set, a whole new lewd minigame in the Peitho route inspired by Super Deepthroat, a new side mission featuring the full nelson pose with Jenna, and character sprites for female Peitho agents and Fiends using the new NPC sprite creator.

New Pinups
Follow the instructions to unlock each one in the gallery.

Deepthroat Minigame
Continue the Peitho storyline after the townhall storyline as normal.

Rida Side Mission
Complete the main storyline up to the tunnels sequence, then talk to Rida.

Jewel Gangbang Update
Either view the storehouse sequence normally during the main story, or use the Gallery to view it.
The big storyline route choice currently does not lock off either of the routes (Hero, Slut), but will retroactively lock them off in a future update.

- Added deepthroat minigame to the Peitho route with upgrades to buy with fuckbucks.
- Added CG update for the Jewel Gangbang scene.
- Added six new pinups featuring new art and some unseen variants of CGs.
- Added side mission with Rida using the Jenna variant of the full nelson CG set.
- Added character sprites for female fiends and female Peitho agents.
- Added dialogues to the four characters in the tunnels after completing the tunnels sequence.
- Added backgrounds for scenes, pinups, and characters in the gallery.
- Modified dialogue so that old CGs don’t fade away until the new CG is faded in when CGs are swapped.
- Modified old loading screen level images to be more up-to-date with what the levels look like now.
- Modified HQ’s side mission to take place at night for added difficulty.
- Fixed Karen’s nipples still displaying when her clothes are on.
- Fixed cursor disappearing after playing the Roast and Spit minigame.